
Prior to LiteracyPlanet, GEMS were

struggling to create engaging lessons

purely with a literacy focus. With the

introduction of the LiteracyPlanet

program, they were able to engage

students across KS3 with fun and creative

tasks that also develop their literacy skills.

Within classes, we have participation

leaderboards to promote healthy

competition and inspire a further

love of learning and a love of

literacy. Our students look forward

to their literacy lessons more than

ever, and they remain focused on

their tasks throughout the lessons. 

Encouraging development of English literacy through

the use of digital resources and e-learning.
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Here's why they chose LiteracyPlanet.
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As a teacher I can review exactly where learners 

are in terms of their individual starting points.

This helps me to design key focused lessons or

quizzes on particular topics. Revisiting tasks as

a class encourages engagement and helps

learners to self-reflect. I enjoy supporting

students re-attempt their tasks to achieve

better scores as they generally compete with

each other and help one another.

How the school uses LiteracyPlanet

to improve literacy outcomes

At GEMS, teachers have responded extremely

well to the program. Not only do they easily

track performance of students, but

LiteracyPlanet is a tool that students genuinely

enjoy using. They rush to the classroom in

excitement to use it. Planning is minimal and

the ability to share bundles between teachers

means consistency and collaboration is evident

across the department. Marking is also a thing

of the past, saving teachers incalculable time!

LiteracyPlanet allows students to self-assess

and reflect on their scores, lets them re-attempt

exercises to improve scores and further practice

targeted skills.
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In my opinion, the word list is an

amazing way for us to choose words

we’re comfortable with and has so

many mini games that we can

practice to help us perfect different

things about the word like the

spelling and definition.

LiteracyPlanet was engaging for students 

at GEMS Founders School

The feedback from students about LiteracyPlanet

is overwhelmingly positive. Students challenge

each other, and see in real time as their scores

improve on tasks. Generally, they like to perfect a

task before they move on, meaning they are

getting lots of practice at each skill and can

implement this into their written work.

LiteracyPlanet is user friendly

GEMS Founders School have found

LiteracyPlanet user friendly and allows for

independent learning in and outside of the

classroom. The format that is used also easily

engages students and encourages them to

take responsibility over their own learning.

Student at GEMS Founders
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